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‘Good uni: Quality nightlife’. How harvesting tweets opens up
a new world of valuable qualitative data
The qualitative data that is f reely available on social media platf orms has huge potential.
Drawing on his research into what Twitter can tell us about the popularity of  universit ies,
Geraint Johnes writes that Twitter and Facebook messages could be the key to valuable
data.
 The quantity of  qualitative data generated by social networking platf orms such as
Facebook and Twitter is huge. These data represent a signif icant resource f or researchers
in a wide variety of  f ields. The development of  new techniques aimed at harvesting the data
in a f orm suitable f or analysis has, over the last decade or so, been rapid and f ruitf ul.
Using the package available here, it is straightf orward to retrieve recent Twitter posts (tweets) that contain
terms def ined in user-specif ied searches. It is possible to restrict the data collection exercise by time or by
geographical location. These tweets can then be examined using a variety of  text analysis tools. 
Many such tools are available in the R package (text mining). These allow patterns in the text to be
identif ied, and codif ied so that they are amenable to statistical investigation. An important subset of  these
tools comprises methods of  sentiment analysis – whereby numerical scores can be assigned to tweets as
a means of  evaluating the strength and direction of  the writer ’s reaction to certain key words. These
methods of  analysis commonly make use of  lists of  words with posit ive and negative connotations, and
make use both of  the presence of  such words and their posit ion within the structure of  a sentence.
There are many uses to which data of  this kind could conceivably be put. In the f ield of  behavioural
economics, f or example, they could be used to evaluate people’s reactions to various news events,
providing a direct test of  whether or not people respond symmetrically to good or bad news. In geography,
they could be used to measure sentiment about dif f erent locales. In polit ics, they could be used to
investigate the impact of  events on the f ortunes of  dif f erent parties. In marketing, they can be used to
monitor the impact of  campaigns.
The research potential of  these data becomes all the more apparent when we consider how background
data on the individuals writ ing tweets can be obtained. In some respects, the data that twitter collects about
its users are very limited – users’ prof iles reveal their location, but lit t le else. We do not, f or instance, know
about gender, age, or socio-economic group. However, a variety of  tools can be used to make inf erences
about such inf ormation. Users may load a prof ile picture of  themselves, they may write a biography of
themselves, they may link to other pages (blogs, f or instance) which contain more data about themselves,
and – crucially – there may be clues in the linguistic structure of  their tweets. For example, women and men
use dif f erent vocabularies, and use punctuation and emoticons dif f erently. Likewise, dif f erent age groups
use dif f erent vocabularies.
In recent work, I have been investigating the potential use of  Twitter as a source of  data with which the
popularity of  universit ies can be monitored. Drawing on data harvested f rom Twitter in November of  last
year, I have conducted a sentiment analysis of  UK higher education institutions. The tweets themselves
concern a variety of  f eatures of  the universit ies – not all of  which are the concern of  tradit ional measures
of  university perf ormance. For example, one institution is praised in the phrase “good uni; quality nightlif e”.
Another is crit icised because (presumably owing to concerns about copyright inf ringement and spread of
viruses) its computers do not allow the use of  torrent services. But, while these tweets do not ref lect
conventional notions of  academic quality, they do have the merit that they capture stakeholders’
perceptions of  the institutions in the round. As such, they are likely to produce a picture of  universit ies’
‘perf ormance’ that is very dif f erent f rom the picture that is painted by other metrics, yet which is important
f rom other perspectives, such as marketing. Insomuch as institutions are interested in monitoring the way
in which they are perceived by stakeholders across all aspects of  their provision, this approach has the
potential to provide usef ul summary inf ormation.
The results f or UK universit ies are instructive. Post-1992 institutions tend to do better than pre-1992
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institutions, other things being equal. This may suggest that the post-1992 universit ies, which are typically
less research intensive, are nonetheless successf ul in f inding ways of  generating posit ive responses
amongst their stakeholders. These public perceptions may be due to a wide range of  stimuli – most
obvious of  which is a posit ive student experience. There are also some interesting (broad) regional
patterns, with institutions located in the South West scoring best and those in Yorkshire and Humberside
scoring the worst. There were no unusual news stories or weather events associated with these regions at
the time of  data collection, and the regional patterns observed in the data remain unexplained.
An institution that f inds that its ‘perf ormance’ on this measure is less posit ive than that of  its peers may
wish to consider why. In so doing, it may wish to drill down into the qualitative data that underpin the
summary measures obtained by the sentiment analysis. In some cases, the dif f erential perf ormance may be
purely transitory. In other cases, there may be clues in these data about things that the institution could do
that would markedly af f ect its stakeholders’ experience of  its of f ering.
While the application of  tools of  this kind in the context of  academic research is still in its inf ancy, the
potential f or social networking data to be used in this way is clearly considerable.
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